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Today Translations: At the intersect of language
services and data security
Financial, legal and governmental organisations with international
operations identify external translation and interpreting services as a weak link
within their data and security supply chain. Mismanagement in the provision of
language services and distribution of sensitive information can lead to fraud, as
well as commercial and reputational damage.
Today Translations, with its specialist division Today Advisory, has
introduced a series of trailblazing security systems and processes that have seen
it become the first specialised language service provider with ISO27001
accreditation, the internationally recognised standard for information and cyber
security management systems.
In accordance with this certification, Today Translations has developed a
range of additional services next to its commercial translation and interpreting
services, designed to identify and manage potential risk, and protect vulnerable
assets when handling sensitive foreign language documents.

AMLiss advisory services
Recent anti-money laundering and customer due diligence directives
introduced in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Solicitor’s Regulation Authority means that fi increasing scrutiny to identify, assess
and mitigate suspicious activity and illegal financing. Such pressures become
altogether more challenging when dealing with source material in a language
other than English.
AMLiss is a specialised service that assesses suspected fraud, forgery or
misinformation within foreign language documents. Developed by Today
Translations and Today Advisory in cooperation with experts in linguistics and
economic crime investigation, AMLiss is divided into three separate tiers of
multilingual assurance in a streamlined and cost-effective manner:
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- Review and identification of key information
Key information within the document is extracted, translated and cross
referenced by the linguist. The translation of these key facts is then certified and
given a unique reference number, necessary in the event of an audit or
evidential processes.

- Content verification
Financial and legal institutions carry a legal obligation to know their
customer. However, sometimes criminals succeed in hiding the illegal source of
their wealth using forged documentation. Today Translations and its network of
linguists and regional and sectoral experts employ their expertise and analytical
skills to highlight factual irregularities within documents or verbal communications
that may indicate suspicious activity.

- Multilingual risk management training
AMLiss professionals, partners and clients need to learn of the risks
associated with assessing multilingual documentation. These include highlighting
the specific risks associated with different multilingual documentation, outlining
good and bad diligent practices, and identifying criminal typographies
prevalent in document forgery.
Today Translations also provides tailored training courses in cultural
awareness, as well as continuous professional development (CPD) accredited
courses in partnership with the Centre for Investigative Learning.
It has become a legal obligation to know your customer. This tried and
tested approach is the most comprehensive and consultative approach to help
professional organisations identify and tackle the risks associated with
multilingual documentation.

Secure document handling and supply chain management
With a network of specialised linguists and advisors, Today Translations has
established itself as a partner of choice for professional firms dealing with
multilingual documentation concerning mergers & acquisitions, due diligence
and e-discovery, among other disciplines.
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Strict security measures in accordance with ISO27001 information and
data security have been implemented that ensure secure handling regarding all
communications, supply chain and project management processes. Our
network of linguists undertaking highly sensitive and secure translation and
interpreting assignments are vetted to a UK government standard, including
checks with the Disqualification and Barring Service (DBS), and Disclosure
Scotland, through our security partners.
These vetting procedures are designed to ensure compliance with the
law, protect assets and promote a culture of transparency.
Today Translations has confidentiality clauses incorporated into all
relevant documents. In accepting an appointment with Today Translations, staff,
suppliers and contractors are legally bound not to divulge information to any
unauthorised person, nor to use it for any unofficial purpose. Any unauthorised
access to, use or disclosure of information is a serious disciplinary offence. In
addition, disclosing confidential information or dealing with it in an unauthorised
way may be a criminal offence under the provisions of the Computer Misuse Act
1990 and/or the Data Protection Act 1998.
Further, all data servers are securely stored in our head office in the City
of London and automatically backed-up to secure off-site facilities.
Independent document penetration tests are regularly carried out by an
approved independent provider. The firm investigates all incidents and potential
threats promptly and thoroughly using the skills of its subject matter experts.

Management and advisory team
Today Translations’ management team comprises of language experts,
business professionals and information security specialists. The company has an
advisory board of the highest level of integrity, with members coming from a
broad range of business and public service backgrounds. The members provide
to the company and its clients a level of expertise and experience that is
unparalleled within the language service sector.
Its specialised division, Today Advisory, includes senior business leaders,
academics, former members of law enforcement and the armed forces, and is
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overseen by the British police chief responsible for designing and running the
UK’s National Fraud Intelligence Bureau.
Their experience and scope of business means that they are also
disciplined in providing cultural intelligence regarding ethical, secure business
solutions and detailed assessments of potential issues facing organisations
dealing overseas.
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